Let f : C n ! C be any polynomial function. By using global polar methods, we i n troduce models for the bers of f and we study the monodromy at atypical values of f , including the value in nity. W e construct a geometric monodromy w i t h c o n trolled behavior and de ne global relative monodromy with respect to a general linear form. We prove localization results for the relative monodromy and derive a zeta-function formula for the monodromy around an atypical value. We compute the relative zeta function in several cases and emphasize the di erences to the \classical" local situation.
Introduction
We study a polynomial function f : C n ! C aiming to describe the variation of topology in the bration induced by f, a t a t ypical bers. The topology of polynomial functions became a challenging topic after the paper of Broughton Br] since applying local methods encounters obstructions from the non properness of f and from the asymptotic nongenericity. I n t wo v ariables, the interest increases by the reduction of the Jacobian Conjecture to the following statement: if f has singularities at in nity then the singular locus Sing (f g) is not empty, for any polynomial function g LW] , ST]. The problem raised by such a statement i s h o w t o c o n trol the so called \singularities at in nity". As we s h o w in this paper, they represent a n e w type of singularities, their behavior being di erent from the one of local singularities. In several variables, the term \singularities at in nity" is well de ned only under speci c conditions and possibilities of study are limited because these singularities can be non isolated. In two v ariables, only isolated singularities at in nity can occur and one may de ne them in several equivalent w ays.
In case f has isolated singularities at in nity (in the sense that the proper extension p : X 0 ! C , d e n e d i n x2., has isolated singularities with respect to a Whitney revised version, December 21, 1999 strati cation of the space X 0 ) w e h a ve i n troduced in ST] the \vanishing cycles at in nity" and proved that they generate the homology of the generic ber together with the cycles vanishing at critical points in the a ne. It appears that there is an interaction between the two t ypes of cycles and that this interaction is of a new type, di erent from the one between cycles vanishing in the a ne.
Starting from our previous results ST], Ti-3], Ti-4], we d e v elop in this paper a method for studying the monodromy o f f via the relative monodromy. The motivation for looking to relative monodromy is that, by s l i c i n g , w e get a polynomial in less coordinates and with less singularities (at least those at in nity), see the proof of Proposition 4.8. There are recent papers which c o n tain results on some invariants of the monodromy, usually under certain restrictions on f. Di erent p o i n ts of view are adopted: Our approach is via the construction of geometric monodromies along loops in C and has been announced in . We rst recall from Ti-4] the construction of a model o f a b e r o f f, w h i c h uses a tomographic method, the slicing with generic hyperplanes. Repeating this procedure in lower dimensions, one arrives at a generic skeleton. This idea was rst used by the second author for proving that a certain asymptotic equisingularity condition is controlled by global polar invariants, in case of a family of a ne hypersurfaces Ti-4].
Then we de ne a global geometric monodromy, i.e. a representation : 1 (C n f ) ! Di (F ), where f is the set of atypical values, F is the general ber of f and Di (F ) is the group of C 1 -di eomorphisms of F. In case of a monodromy at an atypical value (including the value 1 2 P 1 ) w e de ne a certain vector eld, controlled at in nity and tangent to the polar curve ; ( l f) := closurefSing (l f) n Sing fg of f with respect to a general linear form l. The construction yields a re ned ltered structure of the a ne ber F, re ecting the dynamic behavior of each piece in the decomposition of F, when turning around the atypical value.
This also represents a globalization of the local carrousel construction of Lê D.T. Lê-1], Lê-2]. We prove localization results for the relative monodromy which lead to a zeta function formula for any f. W e emphasize on the new features that occur in the neighbourhood of in nity: there are certain loops around in nity which e n ter in the description of the relative monodromy. These loops are in particular the cause of the error in the main result of H a H.V.'s paper Ha, Theorem 3.4]. Namely, i n case n = 2 , a t a s i n g u l a r p o i n t at in nity w i t h = 1 (called \Morse singularity at in nity" in loc cit) the local monodromy can e ectively be either +id, o r ;id, see Examples 6.1, 6.2. This does not happen in the local case: the monodromy o f a local Morse curve singularity is allways +id. Examples of computations of the relative monodromy are included at the end. excellent w orking conditions o ered by the Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach. They thank the referee for remarks that contributed to improve the exposition. We need for that a support at in nity, to contain all the \ends" of bers of f.
We consider the closure of the graph of f in P n P 1 , namely the space X = f x 0 : x 1 : x n ] 2 P We take t wo copies of C , denoted C r and C t , o f v ariables r, respectively t. Let H := f(r x 0 : x] t ) 2 C r P n C t j l H ;rx 0 = 0 g (notice that t is free This situation is treated above, since the map t coincides with the map p. The result is that, if H 2 , then the bres of (r t ) are transverse to the Whitney strati cation of Y except at the points of the following set:
Note that t(C r Sing W p) is a nite set. Moreover, for H 2 , ; ( l H f ) (C r A H ) is a curve (or empty). Denote by H (r t ) C r C t the image of H by ( r t ). We have t h us proved that the map: (r t ) j : Y n (r t ) ;1 ( H (r t )) ! (C r C t ) n H (r t ) (2) is a locally trivial, strati ed bration. Restricting it to C n , yields the desired statement (b). We m a y therefore de ne H as t(C r (Sing W p A H )). Note that the set of critical values f and the set of atypical values are contained in H .
When focusing to a certain (atypical) value a 2 C , w e need to look at the special set of points ;(l H f )\F a , where F a denotes the bre f ;1 (a). If such a p o i n t is a smooth point o f F a then f is locally trivial at this point but the map (l H f ) i s n o t . W e need to change H in order to have transverse intersection of ; with F a at the point. This is possible as shown in the next lemma, which is a supplement of Lemma 2.1. If so, then we h a ve a better situation along F a since transverse intersections provide local strati ed product structures with respect to (l H f ), see Remark 4.6(b). The following is an immediate consequence of the de nition: 2.4 Corollary Let H 2 . I f F a has an isolated singularity at c 2 F a then c 2 ;(l H f ). More generally, if the restriction of l H on F a has an isolated s t r ati ed singularity at c 2 F a , then c 2 ;(l H f ).
Lemma
We recall from Ti-4, 3.6] the description of the \tomographic" model of F a := f ;1 (a). According to Lemma 2.2, for H 2 a the linear function l H : F a ! C is a bration without singularities at in nity. The only critical points of l H : F a ! C are the intersection points ;(l H f ) \ F a = fc 1 : : : c k g. By Lefschetz-Morse-Smale theory, t h e h ypersurface F a is built from the slice F a \H by attaching a number of cells of dimension n ;1 only. I n c a s e F a is singular, this result is still true by using the theory of functions with isolated singularities on strati ed spaces, see . To each point there corresponds an attaching of a number of (n ; 1)-cells equal to the (n ;2) th Betti number of the local Milnor ber M H c i of the germ l H : ( F a c i ) ! C .
Fibres with isolated singularities: the generic skeleton
Let us be more explicit in case when F a is non-singular or it has only isolated singularities. By Milnor's Theorem, the Milnor ber M H c i is homotopically a bouquet of spheres and by L e's Theorem , their number is equal to the intersection multiplicity i n t c i (;(l H f ) fl H = l H (c i )g), which in turn is equal to the multiplicity mult c i ;(l H f ) o f t h e p o l a r c u r v e a t c i (by our assumptions in Lemma 2.2). We deduce, see e.g. Ti-4, Theorem 3 By the above, the generic skeleton does not depend on the choices of generic hyperplanes. We refer to Ti-4] for the details and an application of a to equisingularity at in nity. Computations of can be found in the Examples at the end.
One of the consequences of the above model is the following: 2.6 Corollary Let H 2 . I f ;(l H f ) \F a = then H j (F a Z) = 0 , for j n ;1.
A global geometric monodromy
We proceed to construct a geometric monodromy of a polynomial function by using the key lemma 2. 3.1 Monodromy a t a n a t ypical value and at in nity.
Some more structure on the trivializing vector eld could allow to nd results on monodromy. W e therefore focus on de ning a geometric monodromy of a general ber of f along a small circle in the base space P 1 n f1g. We recall that H = t(C r (Sing W p A H )) is a nite set containing . (a), such t h a t v is the carrousel vector eld on @D a , for small enough D a . In particular, the lift v of u to C r @D a is tangent to the discriminant ( l H f ). By de nition, the vector eld v is the identical lift by the projection pr 2 : fbg @D a ! @D a , f o r a n y point b 2 @ moreover, this 
Localization of monodromy
Localizing the change of topology from a typical ber to an atypical one is a problem that cannot be solved for any polynomial f : C n ! C , since its singularities at in nity (at least in the meaning of this paper, see bellow) may be non-isolated.
De nition
We s a y that f has isolated W-singularities at a 2 C (or at F a ) i f dimSing W p \ p ;1 (a) = 0 .
Notice that isolated W-singularities at a 2 C implies that the hypersurface F a has isolated singularities. Under this isolatedness condition we h a ve proved a structure result for the general bre.
Theorem ST]
If f : C n ! C has isolated W-singularities at all bers then its general bre is homotopy equivalent to a bouquet of spheres of dimension n ; 1.
The number of spheres is equal to + , where denotes the total Milnor number of the isolated singularities of f and denotes the total\Milnor number at in nity" of the isolated W-singularities at in nity (de ned i n loc cit). Following Ti-3, x4], we s a y that the variation of topology of the bers of f at a 2 C is localizable if there is a nite set fa 1 : : : a k g 2 p 
Proposition Ti-3]
If f has isolated W-singularities at a 2 C then the variation of topology of the bers of f at a is localizable at the points of the nite set p ;1 (a) \ Sing W p. I n p articular, the monodromy h a is localizable at the isolated W-singularities.
Our scope is to show that certain localization results for the relative monodromy h a rel hold without any assumption on the W-singularities of f. Second localization of relative monodromy.
We further localize the relative monodromy in the source space. Let a 2 C . By Lemma 2.2, for H 2 a , the map l H : F a ! C has isolated critical points (in the strati ed sense), which points are exactly the set ;(l H f ) \ F a and has no singularities at in nity. I t f o l l o ws that the map l H : F c ! C has the same properties, for any c 2 D a , for small enough disc D a . I f a is 1 then the map l H : F c ! C also has these properties, for any c 2 C within a small enough neighbourhood of 1 2 P 1 .
Let fp i j g j2l i denote the set of points ;(l H f )\F c \l (a) ; 1: Now, if dimSing W p = 0, then it follows from this lemma that f jHr has no Wsingularities on the bre over a, hence this bre is typical for f jHr and therefore the monodromy o f f jHr around a is isotopic to the identity.
Zeta function of monodromy via the relative monodromy
The relative monodromy is part of the monodromy o f f around an atypical value a 2 P 1 . W e s h o w the precise meaning of this at the zeta function level. Let us rst give the de nition we w ork with. As a consequence of the localization of the relative monodromy, w e p r o ve the following general zeta function formula for the monodromy ( h a ) , with no restrictions on f. preprint GLM], a general zeta function formula is presented, using the fact that the zeta function is a constructible function.
De nition

Theorem
Let us now focus on isolated W-singularities case. Proposition 4.3 tells that, if f has isolated W-singularities at the ber F a then the variation of topology is localizable and the monodromy h a is splitting. To m a k e a precise statement about zeta function, let fq s j s = 1 : : : g F a be the W-singularities of f at F a . According 1) n;1 ( + ; a ; a ), where , resp. , denote the total Milnor number, resp. the total Milnor number at in nity, o f f whereas a , resp. a , is the sum of the Milnor numbers of the singularities of F a , resp. the sum of the Milnor numbers at in nity o f F a (as de ned by H a a n d L e H L ] i n case n = 2 a n d b y the authors in general ST]).
(c) For those isolated singularity q s 2 F a (not at in nity), the space F D \ B s " is contractible and therefore we m a y replace in the formula (7) the factor 
by ( 1 ; t) qs (t), where qs (t) is the zeta function of the germ of f at q s .
(d) A'Campo's local result A'C] on the Lefschetz number says that the Lefschetz number of a singular holomorphic germ is zero. As a consequence of formula 6 Computing the relative monodromy at in nity To compute rel i (t) and (t) w e m a y use the method developed by the second author in Ti-1] based on a Mayer-Vietoris argument for an annular decomposition of the carrousel disc. This works reasonably well for a carrousel with only rst order smaller carrousels (i.e. when the branches of the germs of h a ve only one Puiseux pair), but computations are very hard in general. We refer for the theoretical treatment to Ti-1].
We s h o w in the following examples what is the in uence of the vicinity o f i n n i t y upon relative monodromy. This in turn in uences the (absolute) monodromy a t a n atypical value. We consider rst the case of an isolated singularity at in nity with = 1: the local relative monodromy action on the unique relative cycle can only be +id or ;id. When dimension is xed, both cases are possible and we show this by the rst two examples (n = 2). This behavior is new: in the local case, the monodromy of the unique (n ; 1)-cycle of a Morse singularity only depends on the dimension for n = 2 , i t i s t h e i d e n tity.
6.1 Example f : C 2 ! C , f(x y) = x + x 2 y.
This came into attention due to Broughton Br] , as the simplest polynomial with a noncritical atypical ber (see also ST], Ti-3] for further comments on it). The point 0 : 1 ] 2 P 1 is a W-isolated singularity at in nity for the ber F 0 , w i t h = 1 .
For a general l, s a y l = x+y, the polar curve ; ( l f) i n tersects a general ber F gen in 3 points and the ber F 0 in 2 points, transversely. Then, by Remark 4.6(b), rel 2 (t) = rel 3 (t) = ( 1 ;t). To g e t rel 1 (t) w e use Theorem 5.2 and compute (t) instead, as follows.
We use the setting and notations of Proposition 4.5. The carrousel centered at 1 2 P 1 contains only one little disc D centered at the unique point p 2 \ . Let s 2 @D. Then (t) i s e q u a l t o D s (t), the zeta function of the carrousel monodromy acting on H 1 (F c \ l It then follows that rel 1 (t) = ( 1 ; t). Therefore h 0 (t) = 1, since h 0 jF 0 (t) = (1 ; t) , the situation is similar to that in the rst example. The only di erence is that the complex link monodromy in cause is this time the one of an A 3 curve singularity (instead of a A 2 singularity). Using the above Lemma, this shows that our monodromy is the composition (;id) (;id). Finally, b y Theorem 5.2, we get: (1 ; t) 4 (1 + t) = 1 + t:
We m a y deduce that the monodromy h ; 1 4 acts on a certain basis of absolute cycles by switching those.
The zeta function h 0 is easier to compute since it is localizable at the Morse singularity ( 0 ;1) and the local monodromy is the identity (acting on the local cycle S 1 ). Therefore, by Proposition 5.3 and the remarks following it: h 0 (t) = ( 1 ;t)
; (Fa) (1 ; t) (0 ;1) (t) = 1 ; t since F a ht ' S 1 and (0 ;1) (t) = 1. By using the next Remark and Example, we n d the zeta function at in nity: h1 (t) = 1 ; t 2 . . This coincides, by Theorem 5.2, with the zeta function of h a and also with the one of h 1 (since = f0g).
Remark
